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BAL WP1 is a flexible waterproofing membrane applied to walls and floors to prevent
damage caused by moisture penetration
through tiles and grout.
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Why waterproof your Shower?
Lifestyle has changed and our daily use of
modern showers has created new demands
on traditional materials. Property damage
caused by water seeping through joints and
moisture penetrating tiles and grout have
become frequent problems in today’s highly
aggressive shower environment.

Avoid Costly Repairs!

SEALUX REG 20 is a flexible sealing system
installed between a shower tray or bath and
adjacent wall to prevent leaks caused by
movement.

Note: Customers must verify the suitability of any information,
opinion, recommendation or advice (information) provided
Building Adhesives Ltd. or Sealux Ltd. (the companies) for the
particular application for which any goods are intended to be
used and the companies accept no liability (whether in contract,
tort or otherwise) whatsoever for any loss, damage or expense
arising from the misuse of any information they supply. The
companies reserve the right to alter or update information from
time to time
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The benefit of combining BAL WP1 and
SEALUX is that they are both complementary
problem solvers which integrate as a complete waterproofing solution over shower
trays and baths.
SEALUX
SEALS

The Complete Waterproofing Solution
over Shower Trays and Baths

www.waterproofingshowers.com

www.waterproofingshowers.com
Water sensitive backgrounds like
plywood and plasterboard
absorb moisture causing loss of
adhesion between tiles and wall

Stud wall drying shrinkage and
structural settlement is common
in new buildings creating cracks
at corners
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1. SEALUX JOINT SEAL
2. BAL APD PRIMER
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3. BAL POLYESTER TAPE
4. BAL WP1 WATERPROOF COATING
5. BAL TILE ADHESIVE
6. TILES

Semi-rigid acrylic baths and
shower trays deflect when
loaded causing the wall/ledge
joint to expand

Floor joist deflection under the
weight of an occupied bath often
occurs in old buildings

From a Potential Problem...
For technical advice on waterproofing walls and floors contact BAL
Tel IRL: 01 880 9210, Tel UK: 0845 600 1 222
email: damian@ardex.ie, Web: www.bal.ie
For technical advice on sealing movement joints contact SEALUX
Tel IRL: 01 298 9121, Tel UK: 0870 876 0121
email: info@sealux.com, Web: www.sealux.com
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Floor joist drying shrinkage
is common in new buildings
causing baths and trays to
drop down with floor boards
and open up wall/ledge joint
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...To the complete waterproofing
solution over shower trays and baths

